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Explore Recent Industry News

New York Times: Fed Chair Powell Still Expects to
Cut Rates This Year, but Not Yet

Fed Chair Powell hints at potential rate cuts, with the Fed Fund rate steady at
5.33% and LIBOR rates holding. For now... This could impact banks and credit
unions, stimulating borrowing yet potentially compressing net interest margins,
and affecting profitability. They'll need to assess how to adapt lending and
investment strategies to the evolving interest rate landscape. Read the story to
learn more. 

Read More

Bankers Digest: First National Bank in Spearman and
Bank of the Panhandle Join Forces to Form

Panhandle First Bank
Two banking powerhouses, First National Bank in Spearman and Bank of the

Panhandle, are merging to create Panhandle First Bank. With deep roots in

their communities, this merger promises a new era of strength and service for

the Panhandle region. 

Read The Press Release

Success Stories
Discover what industry leaders are achieving with Kinetech and low-code

A $750 Million Credit Union – Saves 480 Hours a Year
Discover how a Massachusetts credit union revolutionized its auto loan

management with Kinetech Fintech's bespoke application. By streamlining

compliance and reporting, they slashed end-of-month reporting time from over

a week to just days, saving 480 hours annually. This success highlights the

transformative power of fintech solutions in banking.

Read the Full Story

Kinetech Insights Hub
Kinetech Insights & Resources Available to Accelerate Your Transformation.

What is the 'Smashed Bumper' of your Digital
Experience?

In Richard Eastley's latest blog, he discusses how your customer's digital

experience can be the smashed bumper of a new car. Is your digital experience

consistent across all of your customer products? Take a screenshot of each of your

landing pages across your consumer, business, lending, and wealth customer

experiences. Do they all appear to have the bank's standard "look and feel"? Does

your bank even have a standard? If the answer is no, then you are failing your

customers...

Read the Blog

How WaFd Used Low-Code to Unlock Innovation
Did you miss this? Banking & Low-Code: Unlocking Innovation with WaFd Bank.

Watch our newest webinar on-demand to learn how WaFd Bank adopted low-code

to accelerate innovation and solve challenges. Discover design flexibility, cumulative

cost-effectiveness, and how to leapfrog the competition. 

Watch Now
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